Temporal changes and prognostic significance of measures of heart rate dynamics after acute myocardial infarction in the beta-blocking era.
Previous studies have shown that indexes describing heart rate (HR) dynamics may predict subsequent deaths of patients after an acute myocardial infarction (AMI). Because beta-blocking (BB) drugs affect both mortality and HR dynamics, the prognostic power of measurements of HR dynamics may have changed in the current era of BB therapy. This study assessed the temporal changes and prognostic significance of time-domain, spectral, and fractal indexes of HR variability along with HR turbulence after an AMI among patients with optimized BB medication. SD of NN intervals, spectral indexes, the short-term fractal scaling exponent (alpha(1)), power-law slope (beta), and turbulence onset and slope were measured in 600 patients at 5 to 7 days after AMI and in 416 patients at 12 months after AMI. In the multivariate analysis, after adjusting for clinical variables, only reduced fractal HR indexes, alpha1 and beta (p <0.01 for both), turbulence onset, and slope (p <0.05 for both), measured at the convalescent phase after AMI, predicted subsequent cardiac death. All time-domain and spectral HR variability indexes and turbulence onset increased significantly during the 12-month period after AMI (p <0.001 for all), whereas the fractal indexes and turbulence slope remained unchanged. Late after AMI, reduced beta (p <0.05) and turbulence slope (p <0.01) were the only independent predictors of cardiac mortality. Traditional time-domain and spectral measurements of HR variability and turbulence onset improved significantly after AMI, whereas the fractal HR dynamics and turbulence slope remained stable. Fractal HR variability and HR turbulence retain their prognostic power in the BB era, when measured either at the convalescent or late phase after AMI.